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Plants with fragrant flowers or aromatic foliage have an
enormous attraction and scent is an important feature in
any garden. David Squire shows how to plan, choose,
plant and maintain a fragrant garden in this heavily
illustrated guide.
Library of Congress Catalogs
The American Horticulturist
Sales
The Gardener's Magazine
Cassell's Directory of Scented Plants

Beginning with 1953, entries for Motion pictures
and filmstrips, Music and phonorecords form
separate parts of the Library of Congress
catalogue. Entries for Maps and atlases were issued
separately 1953-1955.
Coastal Gardening in the Pacific Northwest
John Cassell's Illustrated History of England
A National Journal of Horticulture
Forthcoming Books
GC & HTJ.
This work shows how to create enchanting outdoor spaces for
all ages, combining the needs of children and pets with the
adult desire to cultivate a beautiful garden. It is a quick
reference on all aspects of planting and maintaining a garden,
including advice on habitats and soil-types, co-ordinating
colour and foliage, and identifying and dealing with pests.
Practical tips and instructions are presented in topic-based
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spreads. The book offers a practical and realistic approach to
organic alternatives as well as conventional gardening
methods.
Everything You Need to Create a Garden
A Weekly Illustrated Journal of Horticulture and Allied
Subjects
Library of Congress Catalog
Cassell's Illustrated History of England
The Text ...
Foliage--the often overlooked basis of a garden--brings
an exciting range of shapes and textures, as well as a
long-lasting green backdrop. It's one of the most
important features you'll choose --so do it wisely. From
striking climbers to subtle background plants, add
architectural features, scent, and sound to your outdoor
space. Coordinate color and foliage creatively; select
specimens for focal points; complement garden
sculptures; even build topiaries.
The Englishwoman's Year Book and Directory for the
Year ...
Subject catalog
Supplement
Foliage Gardens
Books in Print, 1902 : Entries Under Author, Subject, and
Title in One Alphabet .... supplement
Coastal Gardening. It has challenges that no other type of
gardening can boast: Salt, wind, and sand to name a few.
This book combines necessary information about Pacific
Northwest coastal gardening and suggested plants with
examples of public gardens in Oregon, Washington and
British Columbia.
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Willing's Press Guide and Advertisers' Directory and
Handbook
Books: subjects; a cumulative list of works represented by
Library of Congress printed cards
The Garden
The Gardener's Monthly and Horticultural Advertiser
An Illustrated Weekly Journal of Gardening in All Its
Branches

The Ultimate Garden Designer allows the reader to
design a garden from over 100 designs. Each design
is accompanied by plans and colour illustrations and
includes a vast selection of garden features from
pools to patios.
Books Published 1902-1905 : Entries Under Author,
Subject and Title in One Alphabet, with Particulars of
Binding, Price, Date, and Publisher
Lasca Leaves
Supplement, Books in Print 1902-1905
John Cassell's illustrated history of England. The text,
to the reign of Edward i by J.F. Smith; and from that
period by W. Howitt
Catalogue of the Public Library, Winchester, Mass.
1892
Foliage GardensEverything You Need to Create a
GardenWeidenfeld & Nicolson
Books in Print 1902
The Ultimate Garden Designer
The Cumulative Book Index
American Horticulturist
The Gardeners' Chronicle
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Invite nature right to your own back
door! Whether you're going all out to
develop a full-scale sanctuary or simply a
small urban oasis, here is wildlife
gardening in all its aspects, from
obtaining and planting native plant
species to encouraging avian and fourlegged friends to come by. Plus: ways to
keep wild flowers and foliage disease free
without pesticides.
The British National Bibliography
The Gardener's Monthly and
Horticulturist
The United States Catalog Supplement
Catalogue of the Public Library, 1892
The Wild Garden
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